For those who think they won't get admission through NEET they
may think to join SAFE HANDS
Not to reapet, but to improve join

Improvement Batch
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Outline and features of course
The course will be as
8:00 to 9:30 AM
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To confirm your admission submit registration fees of 5000/- which is non refundable. At the start of
class 10 July 2017 you need to submit Rs. 25000/- + ST so as to get study material and if you want to
cancell your admission till
deduction will be ST and 25% of 25000/18750 will be refunded
30-Jul due to any reason
deduction will be ST and 40% of 25000/15000 will be refunded
30-Aug due to any reason
deduction will be ST and 50% of 25000/12500 will be refunded
11-Sep due to any reason
next installment of 50000 + ST no refund afterwards
11-Sep
next installment of 20000 + ST no refund afterwards
26-Oct

Any refund will be through bank NOT by cash
Decleration: I have read all above instructions and will follow them. My ward will follow the rules
and regulation of class as mentioned and told. I have been informed that mobile will not be
allowed in premises and dress code must be decent.
Signature of parent / gaurdian
If you need support of PACE through vidio conferencing then you will need to pay additional
amount of 50000/- + ST this will be on 11 Sept and non refundable if you don't need this then
there is no compulsion.

